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David Hays produced the National Theatre of the Deaf’s production of My Third Eye, which involved direction 
from Bill Rhys, Bernard Bragg, Ranelli, Joe Chaiken, Remy Charlip, Larry Arrick, Jon Stone, and Joe Layton. 
They experimented with their basic medium, and established the groundwork for the company itself to 
conceive and develop My Third Eye. In September 1971, the rehearsals of My Third Eye began resulting in the 
first original play performed at NTID. 
 
My Third Eye covered exploration of the actor’s childhoods, their skills, dreams, fantasies and nightmares. The 
production was aimed to offer a drama about people. There were five parts to the play: Side Show, Biography, 
Manifest, Promenade and Curtain Raiser. Joe Chaikin and Dorothy Miles directed Side Show, which 
showed an exhibit of strange inhabitants of the hearing world. An editor of Missouri Record, Richard Reed 
states, “Side Shows covers that view of the hearing world as seen by the deaf.” Bernard Bragg directed 
“Manifest” which is an exploration of the unique use of visual language. Additionally, Reed explains that 
Manifest is a tribute to the versatility and eloquence of the sign language. Curtain Raiser was directed by Joe 
Layton and it showed what’s ahead. Curtain Raiser is too good to have been served up as a light dessert. 
Biography is a statement of the actor’s lives and was directed by Remy Charlip. A student, Philip Schnackel 
expresses that Biography is an interesting story about the actors’ and actresses’ past. J. Ranelli directed 
Promenade which elaborates Deaf dreams and fantasies. Kevin Kelly states that Promenade is “an eerie 
‘night-walk’ among echoing memories.”  
 
We chose this object because My Third Eye is historical theatre and a ground-breaking production for the Deaf 
community.  It is part of the reforming of Deaf theatre to portray the Deaf experience to a broader segment of 
society. Another novelty of this unique Deaf theatre production was that it was directed by the theatre’s first Deaf 
director, who is Bernard Bragg. He was responsible for the third part of the play called “Manifest.” From this 
archival object the message is delivered of how much My Third Eye and Bragg had made a big impression on 



the Deaf community through theatre and how it came to change Deaf theatre. We want to show the growth of 
Deaf theatre from 1971 to the present since there are now more Deaf people who are directing theatre today.  
 
Additionally, NTID Performing Arts will present People of Third Eye on November 8, 15, 16 and 17. People of 
Third Eye will cover contemporary and historical Deaf lives through ASL poetry, monologue, and sign play. For 
this reason, displaying My Third Eye is a way to bring people a feeling of nostalgia and it will allow for a 
comparison and contrast between My Third Eye in 1971 and People of Third Eye in 2019. Furthermore, it 
explains that NTID Performing Arts’ effort to preserve Deaf history through remaking a Deaf theatre classic.  
 

 



 


